
We are not doing - we 
are creating
creative business 
solutions



/in numbers

projects 
launched

63+
professionals 
in our team

11+
years on the 
market

3+
technologies 
that we use

10+

About us



/mission, vision and valuables

About us

We are an IT company that 
provides a wide range of 
services for the development 
and promotion of websites. In 
addition, we provide quality 
and comprehensive technical 
support for your site, using the 
latest and original technical 
solutions.

Vision
We work to improve the level 
of business of our customers, 
help with the development of 
their product, taking into 
account current trends and 
consumer needs. And for our 
corporate partners, we offer 
comprehensive solutions for 
online business development.

Mission
Every project we undertake, 
we make high quality and 
convenient not only for the 
audience but also for the 
client. We guarantee modern 
solutions, excellent clean code 
and business-oriented 
processes.

Valuables



Services and expertise

Development Design Marketing



Technologies

we create using 
the CMS WORDPRESS

we make up using: 
- HTML5+ CSS3+JQUERY 
create WOW-animation. 
- PHP, MySQL

we create an adaptive 
web design

we follow the trends in  
technologies and design



We save businesses from unattractive  
and ineffective websites

we have launched many projects. 
With all our experience we have 
developed our own approach to 
creating successful websites that 
create unique business value in the 
eyes of our clients.



analysis

- business task 
- competitors 
- target audience 
- client insights

we study on what 
technologies it is 
better to implement 
the project

considering the strategy and 
structure, a development 
team creates a site. The rest 
is a technical matter.

discover

development

deep analysis 
lies into online 
strategy of a  
future website.

then we test the site 
and give the 
customer a reliably 
tested product

strategy

QA/QC

- marketing specialties 
- emotional components 
- sections 
- pages 

website is done. 
now we have to 
present it to the 
world.

structure

marketing
we also designs website 
for your business: from 
UX research to adaptive 
versions

design

Creating process



Our last awards
/site of the year

We took a third place in the annual national 
competition of websites of Ukraine WEB AWARDS IT 
RATINGS in the category "Fashion and beauty". The 
Minem website was presented at the competition.



Our last awards
/top - 15 web studios in Lviv

we entered the TOP 15 bast web studios in Lviv in the 
annual ranking of the IT Ratings portal. Cedrus IT 
house took 11th place



Our projects



Gianti fabrics

Gianti - distributor decorative drapery, 
upholstery fabrics and finely made 
European wallcovering serving the 
residential and commercial markets. 
 
The client gave us the task to develop a 
website- catalog for the products sold 
by the company. We have developed a 
website that presents products 
profitably. Regular customers, in 
addition to viewing the catalog, have 
the opportunity to order producnts in 
bulk in the personal account.







Cel plus

Cel Plus is a dynamic, developing, Polish 
company. Their sales representatives 
are already present on the German and 
Polish labor market. Cel Plus staff are 
characterized by professionalism and 
responsibility. The team is able to adapt 
the offer to your requirements.





Minem

Minem — ukrainian fashion brand. It 
has gained considerable popularity in a 
fairly short period of time not only on 
the territory of Ukraine, but also around 
the world. The Brand is popular among 
actors and bloggers, singers and TV 
presenters. Individual tailoring 
according to your parameters is 
possible. Product. design “Minem” is an 
original combination of classics and 
modern trends of urban fashion..





UBTS

Ukrainian Baptist Theological Seminary 
is an institution of higher education. The 
customer set us the task of redesigning 
and developing a multilingual corporate 
website for the seminary. 



Thank you for your 
attention!
We are open to work 
with you


